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Could GRB 170817° be really

correlated to a NS NS merging?
Journal of Modern Physics D, subm. 11 October, 

• Related to earlier:

• May GWs signals by BH-BH merging be • May GWs signals by BH-BH merging be 
associated with any gamma or neutrino 
burst? arXiv:1603.09639

• And  related to:

arXiv:1605.00177 (Nuclear Phys and Particles, 2017)
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arXiv:1710.05909 (submittedsubmitted 11October 201711October 2017)

By DF, DF, M.Khlopov,P.OlivaM.Khlopov,P.Oliva

Why such a  Why such a  

puzzled title?
Because :
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Because ((amongamong the the otherother))

• GWs are almost spherical signals.

• While GRBs are beamed jet • While GRBs are beamed jet 

blaze. 
• Therefore: How could the very first GWs by NS-NS  

discovered by LIGO-VIRGO be within a narrow jet 

just pointing to us? arXiv:1603.09639
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Could GRB 170817

be really correlated to a NS NS merging?

•• The GW 170817 and GRB170817A occurred within a short time The GW 170817 and GRB170817A occurred within a short time 
almost in the same sky windows. almost in the same sky windows. It has been the nearest Short It has been the nearest Short 
GRB observed, the first NS GRB observed, the first NS NSNS collapse merging, the softer SGRB, collapse merging, the softer SGRB, 
the weakest one and the first GRB GW correlated event within just the weakest one and the first GRB GW correlated event within just 
a year or even a month of  VIRGO detection. a year or even a month of  VIRGO detection. An amazing lucky An amazing lucky 
event hard to be accepted at first view.event hard to be accepted at first view. Moreover the huge spread Moreover the huge spread 
(8 order of magnitude) in apparent luminosity among thousands (8 order of magnitude) in apparent luminosity among thousands (8 order of magnitude) in apparent luminosity among thousands (8 order of magnitude) in apparent luminosity among thousands 
GRB call for a GRB call for a thin blazing jet source thin blazing jet source able to embrace (with the able to embrace (with the 
same NSsame NS--NS or NSNS or NS--BH collapse) the vast variability observed by its BH collapse) the vast variability observed by its 
geometry (in axis , off axis) view.geometry (in axis , off axis) view. May the case of GRB170817 be May the case of GRB170817 be 
associated to such an extreme off axis detection? associated to such an extreme off axis detection? 

•• Many authors , and us, agree on this possibility. Many authors , and us, agree on this possibility. However there However there 
maybe an additional unexpected novel geometry in GRB explosion maybe an additional unexpected novel geometry in GRB explosion 
making the GRB observation at near distance much more making the GRB observation at near distance much more 
probableprobable: a twin gamma disk: a twin gamma disk--cone blazing in wide solid cone blazing in wide solid 
angles in addition to the inner thin angles in addition to the inner thin precessingprecessing jets event.jets event.
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Rarest first GW 170817 

versus first Rarest GRB 170817A

The arXiv received above 117 preprints 

: most since16 October (65 papers): most since16 October (65 papers)

https://arxiv.org/find/all/1/all:+GW170817/0/1/0/all/0/1

The most cited article in three monthsarticle in three months!!
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A very Exeptional event
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i)i) ItIt isis the first SGRB to be the first SGRB to be localizedlocalized NOT by NOT by itsits X X rayray afterglowafterglow

ii)ii) ((comingcoming veryvery latedlated daysdays afterafter))

iii)iii) ButBut itit hashas beenbeen detecteddetected just via just via itsits Optical Optical transienttransient tenten hour hour laterslaters..



A Connection first by first by itsits OpticalOptical

Transient, notnot with with itsits late X late X afterglowafterglow
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Also a rare  SHORT or LONG GRB?
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NS and BH: NS and BH: WhereWhere wewe allall shallshall go go oneone dayday
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How a NS How a NS isis and How NS and How NS NSNS collapsecollapse
Pulsar in the radio Pulsar in the radio skysky
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WeWe knewknew thatthat NS must merge with NS must merge with otherother NSNS
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Magnetic Field making the Jet 

collimation (but not the GRB  jet 

itself)
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How do NS NS How do NS NS explodeexplode?? IntoInto NS or BH?NS or BH?

WhatWhat are are theirtheir GW , GW , gamma,Xgamma,X, OT , OT signalssignals??

The Jet The Jet morphologymorphology itit isis the the readingreading keykey
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Summary of the talk

• How an almost unbelivable rare  correlated

event (GW-GRB) at its very first  discover

(Observed at the detection edge values)

• It is , just because of its extreme signals,• It is , just because of its extreme signals,

nevertheless a very probable one. 

First: List of the GW-GRB versus NS_NS  data

Second: Possible explanations

In other words, how a GRB seen by a peculiar off 

axis dark side may shine in an unexpected way.
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GW GRB 170817°: GW and Gamma

A rare international multi detection

100 seconds, few thousand oscillations
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More than 70 detector observed GRB-

GW 170817: 65 article in a day : 16 Oct.
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AllAll particleparticle play a play a rolerole: : HeavyHeavy ElementElement birthbirth on NS on NS skinskin crustcrust
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A Rich Unified Science Mosaica: 2017

•• Rate of NSRate of NS--NS  NS  collapsecollapse in the in the UniverseUniverse by GW 170817by GW 170817

•• Rate of NS Rate of NS NSNS mergingmerging by by knownknown binarybinary

•• Rate of Rate of HeavyHeavy Nuclei Nuclei ChemicalChemical PollutionPollution

•• Rate Rate ofof KickKick NS or BH NS or BH velocitiesvelocities

•• Rate Rate ofof Short GRB in the Short GRB in the nearnear UniverseUniverse
• Anisotropy of GRB Jet (Kick velocity of NS)• Anisotropy of GRB Jet (Kick velocity of NS)

• GRB afterglow as a Kilonova . UV,X,IR,Radio

• Gamma Jet and Geometry of Beaming solid angle

• Time delay GW GRB

• ICS, Synchrotron Radiation, Lorentz factor, GRB Energy Spectra

• GRB polarization

• Thermal Neutrino and UHE Neutrino by GRB

•• BBeamingeaming ViewView and and ProbabilityProbability to be to be observedobserved
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OurOur mainmain messagemessage

•The rarest values of the 

GRB 170817a 
• Make somehow more acceptable the • Make somehow more acceptable the 

event by an offoff axisaxis view of the jet

•• ItIt mmightight requirerequire an an additionaladditional Jet component Jet component 

hortogonalhortogonal to the jet  (to the jet  (widerwider jet disk):jet disk):

•• The The synchrotronsynchrotron gamma diskgamma disk
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GRB170817a :The mostmost weakweak fluencefluence
SGRB observed
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The most extreme Luminosity peak
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A A veryvery rare X rare X rayray afterglowafterglow
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The The rarestrarest IR and Radio IR and Radio AfterglowAfterglow
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The The nearestnearest GW and GW and SGRB SGRB everever observedobserved
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IMPORTANT LESSON by GRBSIMPORTANT LESSON by GRBS

•• ThereThere isis a common way to a common way to addressaddress to to eacheach GRBsGRBs asas an an 
uniqueunique oneone, , forgettingforgetting allall the the thousandsthousands earlierearlier onesones..

•• TheseThese 2000 2000 GRBsGRBs requiresrequires an an unifiedunified model model thatthat
cannotcannot be be adaptedadapted by ad hoc by ad hoc conditioncondition eacheach time for time for 
eventevent spread by spread by theirtheir apparentapparent LuminosityLuminosity out 7out 7--8 8 eventevent spread by spread by theirtheir apparentapparent LuminosityLuminosity out 7out 7--8 8 
orderorder of of manitudesmanitudes

•• OneOne must must keepkeep the the wholewhole GRB GRB hystoryhystory lessonlesson alivealive! ! 

•• ItIt isis possiblepossible an electron an electron powerpower law law spectraspectra rangingranging

fewfew thousandsthousands LorentzLorentz fatorfator to to tenstens oneone. The . The solidsolid
angle spread from (1/3000 )^2  angle spread from (1/3000 )^2  almostalmost 7 7 orderorder of of 
magnitudemagnitude
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ApparentApparent PowerPower versus versus DistanceDistance conspirancyconspirancy
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25 25 AprilApril 19981998--GRB GRB --170817A170817A-- connectionconnection
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The The NearestNearest and and LessLess PowerfulPowerful eventevent..

WeWe claimedclaimed on 1999 the GRB 980425 off on 1999 the GRB 980425 off 

axisaxis nature: 8 nature: 8 orderorder--Solid angle!Solid angle!
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Also a Blazar unified connection
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NSNS--NSNS--RatesRates by by uniqueunique GRB170817a GRB170817a eventevent
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The The differentdifferent expectedexpected NS NS NSNS raterate
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The The failurefailure of the of the FountainFountain GRB GRB FireballFireball

OLD GRB MODEL out of fashion now
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ThinThin PrecessingPrecessing BeamingBeaming itit isis the the keykey of the of the 

apparentapparent GRB GRB powerspowers hugehuge diversitydiversity
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GRB peaked, rebrightening signature
•• A A thinthin precessingprecessing Jet Jet maymay by by geometrygeometry atat

once once explainexplain sharpsharp variabilityvariability and multi and multi 
peakedpeaked eventsevents..

•• The The maximalmaximal LorentzLorentz factorfactor of the electron of the electron 
in the Jet in the Jet beambeam offeroffer the the maximalmaximal energyenergy
and and alignementalignement of the GRB. The of the GRB. The mostmost far far and and alignementalignement of the GRB. The of the GRB. The mostmost far far 
way, the way, the largestlargest sample, the sample, the mostmost alignedaligned
and and apparentapparent brightestbrightest onesones..

•• The The thinthin precessingprecessing jet jet spanspan a a solidsolid angle angle asas
large large asas a a millionthmillionth of of steradiantsteradiant..

D,Fargion:27_11_2017
D.F.AstronD.F.Astron.. AstrophysAstrophys. . SupplSuppl. Ser. 138, . Ser. 138, 507507––508(1999)508(1999)))

On On the nature of GRBthe nature of GRB--SGRs blazing jetsSGRs blazing jets



GRB GRB byby thinthin persistentpersistent precessingprecessing JetJet

D.FD.F. . AstronAstron. . AstrophysAstrophys. Suppl. . Suppl. 

SerSer. 138, 507. 138, 507––508(1999)508(1999)))
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GRB jet by  models NASA 2015
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MainMain messagemessage: To : To fitfit GRB in GRB in uniqueunique

model model thinthin Jet Jet isis neededneeded

•• To To embraceembrace 8 8 orderorder of of magnitudemagnitude in in allall apparentapparent
luminosityluminosity GRBsGRBs wewe needneed or 8 or 8 orderorder of of magnitudemagnitude in in 
massmass: (: (unableunable to to explainexplain short short GRBsGRBs durationsdurations
becausebecause largerlarger SchwarchildSchwarchild time time scalesscales))

•• Or to Or to requirerequire a a veryvery thinthin Jet in GRB Jet in GRB whosewhose solidsolid angle angle •• Or to Or to requirerequire a a veryvery thinthin Jet in GRB Jet in GRB whosewhose solidsolid angle angle 
isis 8 8 orderorder of of magnitudemagnitude observationobservation maymay spread in a spread in a 
wide wide geometricalgeometrical amplificationsamplifications for for anyany givengiven viewview..

•• ThinThin precessingprecessing Jet Jet maymay alsoalso explainexplain short scale multishort scale multi--
variabilityvariability : a Must! The spin : a Must! The spin precessingprecessing explainexplain the the 
variabilityvariability::

•• (X (X PrecursorsPrecursors,  Gamma,  Gamma--XX--opticaloptical rebrighteningrebrightening))
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The The GW GW contributecontribute in in UniverseUniverse
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The The gravitongraviton numbernumber fluxflux rulerule

overover CosmicCosmic BBRBBR
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NS NS NSNS Collapse:UsuallyCollapse:Usually no Jet no Jet consideredconsidered
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OurOur modelmodel forfor GRB GRB avoidingavoiding neutrino: neutrino: 

a a tidaltidal distruptiondistruption in NS BH or in NS in NS BH or in NS NSNS
arXiv:1605.00177 (Nuclear Phys and 

Particles, 2017)
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Thin Precessing Jet (neutrino free)

B  made by a charged proton disk
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AA finalfinal NSNS--NS NS CollapseCollapse ; ; 

a “a “FragmentFragment--NovaNova””
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UnstableUnstable NS NS fragmentfragment

explodingexploding likelike a a KilonovaKilonova or a SN:or a SN:

a a NSNS--FragmentFragment--NovaNova
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The Off The Off axisaxis casecase

•• The hundreds The hundreds keVkeV GRB 170817 GRB 170817 requirerequire a a 

hundredhundred or or tenstens LorentzLorentz factorfactor

•• The on The on axisaxis anywayanyway cannotcannot be be tootoo muchmuch

large.large.large.large.

•• The The observedobserved case case maymay needneed a help to a help to 

increaseincrease the the probabilityprobability to be to be observedobserved eveneven

ifif off off axisaxis
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The The simplestsimplest beamingbeaming jetjet

A A PowerPower spectraspectra and off and off axisaxis
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DifferentDifferent LorentzLorentz factorfactor, , differentdifferent beamingbeaming, , differentdifferent apparentapparent

LuminosityLuminosity PeakPeak: THERE MUST BE A : THERE MUST BE A PowerPower SpectraSpectra in electron in electron 

jet and jet and consequentconsequent spread gamma jet spread gamma jet tootoo..



StillStill the the popularpopular FountainFountain jet jet itit isis notnot

consistentconsistent with with mostmost powerfullpowerfull GRBsGRBs
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WhatWhat are the are the relicrelic of the NS of the NS NSNS and and 

GRB GRB explosionexplosion??

•• HeavyHeavy Nuclei Nuclei formationformation

•• KilonovaKilonova (or SN) OT(or SN) OT

•• RadioactiveRadioactive luminousluminous blue blue redred tailstails•• RadioactiveRadioactive luminousluminous blue blue redred tailstails

•• Kick Kick velocityvelocity of NS and BHof NS and BH

•• Late X Late X rayray afterglowafterglow

•• Late radio Late radio signalssignals
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Off Off AxisAxis; The ; The simplestsimplest solutionsolution:

•• An off An off axisaxis detectiondetection of the of the GRBsGRBs itit isis naturalnatural

•• HoweverHowever atat large large LorentsLorents factorfactor ((thousandsthousands or or 

hundreds) the Jet hundreds) the Jet itit isis veryvery narrownarrow and and itsits output output 

decaydecay with with rapidityrapidity out of the out of the beambeamdecaydecay with with rapidityrapidity out of the out of the beambeam

•• (Theta ^ ((Theta ^ (--2)): 2)): PowerPower law law maymay help; help; butbut

•• The The hardnesshardness requirerequire a a LorentzLorentz factorfactor 3030--100100

•• The The probabilityprobability to be inside the to be inside the 

conecone itit isis stillstill smallsmall anywayanyway!!
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A more A more fittingfitting solutionsolution::
A wide A wide synchrotronsynchrotron radiationradiation ttwin gamma win gamma ring diskring disk

•• The Jet The Jet shouldshould consistconsist of of twotwo componentcomponent:

•• A Top A Top HatHat electron electron ejectingejecting photonsphotons by ICS by ICS withinwithin a a 
thinthin conecone jet by a spread of jet by a spread of energyenergy powerpower law (up to law (up to 
ThousandsThousands factorsfactors Gamma): Gamma): ThousandsThousands factorsfactors Gamma): Gamma): 

Delta Delta Omega= 1/ Gamma^2 (Omega= 1/ Gamma^2 (veryvery thinthin beambeam))

•• A RA Ring ing SpirallingSpiralling electron component electron component 

aroundaround the Top the Top HatHat whosewhose synchrotronsynchrotron radiationradiation
ejectionejection itit isis spread in a spread in a widerwider gamma gamma conescones hortogonalhortogonal
toto the Jet the Jet itselfitself::

Delta Delta Omega= 1/ Omega= 1/ Gamma (Gamma (veryvery wide wide solidsolid angle)angle)
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A A differentdifferent ««dressdress of light»of light»

aroundaround the GRB 170817 A Jetthe GRB 170817 A Jet
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Shape it is the key
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Conclusions: 
Does the 

GRB170817A 
Surprisingly an 
Off-Axis event
Showing a first
Gamma Disk 

Blaze?Blaze?
An example:
Eta Carina

Twin lobes made
by inner jets and 
hortogonal disk 

wind
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ThankThank YouYou for the for the kindkind attentionattention
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